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NEWSLETTER JANUARY 2008
The next meeting of the Pretoria Centre will take place at Christian Brothers
College, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria
Date and time
Wednesday 23 January at 19h15
Chairperson
Percy Jacobs
Beginner’s Corner "What's in our Universe to see" by Percy Jacobs
What’s Up
Michael Poll
++++++++++ LEG BREAK - Library open +++++++++++++
MAIN TALK
“Sutherland” *
by
Dr Barbara Cunow (UNISA)
The meeting will be followed by tea/coffee and biscuits as usual.
The next social/practical evening will be held on Friday 18 January at the Pretoria
Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Arrive anytime from 18h30
onwards

* See page 10
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November 2007 meeting — Hein Stoltsz
The Pretoria Centre was honoured by a
visit of ASSA president Magda Streicher.
In Beginner’s Corner Magda’s topic
“Southern Delights” gave an overview of
various deep sky projects for both
beginner and professional astronomers.
She briefly referred to the various
catalogues available to guide astronomers
in
their
heavenly
quests,
and
supplemented this with a Deep Sky
observer’s checklist
and a set of
guidelines. Magda then provided useful
tips for documenting observations of
galaxies, asterisms and open and globular
clusters. She particularly emphasized the
value of sketching one’s observations,
recording the viewing conditions and
revisiting objects to fine-tune the drawings,
since viewing conditions invariably change
and one’s own observations become more
acute upon revisits. Her presentation was
richly illustrated with her own sketches and

she was envied by many for the
privilege of having her own observatory
on a dark sky site so close at hand on
their game farm in Limpopo Province!
As this was the last meeting for 2007,
Danie Barnardo in “What’s Up” pointed
out the observation highlights for
December and January, the most
notable being the close opposition of
Mars on 24 December (the closest until
2016).
The main talk by Johan Smit, entitled
‘Clepsydras, Merkets, Astrolabes and
Armilaes” gave a wonderful and
c o l o u r f u l o ve r vi e w o f a n c i e n t
astr on o mers, t h ei r ast r on o mi cal
instruments and timing devices (many of
which gave remarkably accurate
measurements considering their limited
technology) and how these advanced
our knowledge of astronomy over the
centuries.

IYA2009
The 62nd General Assembly of the United Nations has officially proclaimed 2009 the International Year of Astronomy. See the May 2007 newsletter, page 11 (on our Centre’s
website).

Dark Sky Weekend - December 7th & 8th 2007 - by Michael Poll
A dark sky weekend was organised for the weekend of December 7th and 8th at the Ezulweni Guest Farm, home of Mike Haslam and Joy Hodgson. Several people had expressed interest in going, but in the event only one person (yours truly) went. OK, it had
been cloudy for some weeks and still was, and there were some apologies, but one did
perhaps hope for a social weekend, even if no observing.
Notwithstanding the fact that this particular weekend was formally organised by and for
the Centre, Mike and Joy state that anyone is welcome to go and stay there at any time.
If you are a camper or caravanner, you can go at short notice because campers will be
independent of other guests who may be staying at the house. So, if it looks like being a
cloudless weekend and you want some observing, you can just pack and go. Camping
and caravanning is R40-00 per person per night.
Payment details: M.B. Haslam
Contact details: Joy Hodgson
Nedbank Centurion
Mobile : 082 921 5973
Branch Code 16-21-45
e-mail:paradise4joy@gmail.com
Account Number: 1621014495
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Observing Evening November 23 2007 Michael Poll and Johan Smit
Oh dear, layers of cloud again. Johan, Percy, Michael and Rudolph were there. We also had
some visitors – Ms A Greyling from the The Way Christian School in Valhalla, about 5 adults and
5 -10 children. They had wanted to come before, but were clouded out. They came this time and
were, well, clouded out. We gave them an open invitation to our observing evenings next year.
We gave short talk, and some movement exercises to illustrate the motions of the planets. We
also showed them a planisphere and told of some things to look out for over the next few months
– including Orion, the Pleiades and Mars. We showed them the telescopes (Michael’s and
Percy’s) and also they saw the centre 12 inch. It was a pleasant evening with them and we look
forward to seeing them again.
After they had left, Johan and Rudolph removed the dust encrusted mirror from the centre 12
inch for it to be washed and re-aluminised. From the thickness of the layer, one might think that
some of the dust and debris may have been there since the formation the solar system. Advice
to anyone with a reflector – do not ever ever worry about dust on the mirror. (MP)
With Rudolph’s help the mirror cell was removed and once outside, the layer of dust was really
admired. No-one would believe that anything could be seen with such a dirty mirror, yet any-one
who has used this telescope will agree that it has been giving splendid views of all targets. The
mirror (still in its cell) was carefully transported on the front seat of Johan’s trusty Uno to the
ATM class. The dust was again admired, and every-one studied the mirror cell and admired its
workmanship. The mirror was then removed from its cell, and washed by Dave Hughes. Mere
words cannot describe how good the mirror looked after the washing – it looked good enough
for another 20 or more years of service, and it was found that it did not need re-aluminising after
all.
After washing, the mirror was re-assembled into its cell, and was transported back to the observatory, where it is now waiting to be re-installed and collimated. Needless to say, transporting
the clean mirror was much more nerve wracking than the trip with the dirty one.
The lesson is that more mirrors get damaged by cleaning than by a little dust on the surface, so
if you feel the urge to clean your mirror, first talk to the experts at the telescope making class.
One of the characteristics of the ATM class is that if we have information, we share it, so that
every-one can learn. So, even if you do not wish to build a telescope you are still welcome to
visit the class. You can learn from us and we can learn from you. (JS)
Left:
Before
Right:
After

ASSA Symposium 2008
ASSA Symposium: Durban Country Club, Thursday 7th August to Saturday 9th August, 2008.
The first announcement and invitation to submit papers were published in MNASSA for October
2007, p 178. Professor George Ellis of the University of Cape Town has accepted the invitation
as keynote speaker. The theme for the Symposium is “Interaction between Astronomy and Cosmology”.
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SuperWASP discoveries
SuperWASP is the UK's leading extra-solar planet detection program. It uses the planetary transit
method. It consists of two robotic observatories that operate continuously all year around, allowing coverage of both hemispheres of the sky. The first, SuperWASP-North is located on the island of La Palma amongst the Isaac Newton Group of telescopes. The second, SuperWASPSouth is located at the site of the South African Astronomical Observatory, just outside Sutherland, South Africa.
SuperWASP-North has discovered three and SuperWASP-South two planets so far. They are all
about the size of Jupiter and are very close to their parent stars (0.02 - 0.04 AU away). The figure
below left shows a scale diagram of planet size/star size ratio for the five planets discovered by
SuperWASP. The figure below right is an artist’s representation of such a Jupiter-like extra-solar
planet with its atmosphere bloated because of its proximity to its parent star. (It must be very
much like hell on such a planet!) The inset shows a size comparison of Jupiter and Earth.
For more information, go to website www.superwasp.org
The total number of extra-solar planets discovered so far with all methods is 264.

The transit method
SuperWASP detects planets by looking for transits.
These occur when a planet passes in front of its
parent star, temporarily obscuring some of its light.
This can be detected from the Earth as a slight
dimming of the star's luminosity. The dimming can
be as little as 1% so extremely accurate measurements are needed. The image is a transit diagram
demonstrating the process. As the planet passes in
front of the star it produces a characteristic lightcurve whose shape is affected by the size and orbital distance (and hence orbital period) of the
planet. SuperWASP constantly monitors the brightness of millions of stars in its field of view and
alerts us of any variations that may be due to the
presence of a planet.

The "name forgotten" in the photo on page 8 of the November 2007 newsletter is
Paul Behrens.
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Sky in Google Earth
Google has announced the launch of Sky, a new feature that enables users of Google Earth to
view the sky as seen from planet Earth. With Sky, users can now float through the skies via
Google Earth. This easy-to-use tool enables all Earth users to view and navigate through 100
million individual stars and 200 million galaxies. High resolution imagery and informative overlays
create a unique playground for visualizing and learning about space.
The basic layer of the Sky in Google Earth images is derived from the digital versions of the sky
surveys conducted by astronomers in the 1980s and 1990s at Caltech's Palomar Observatory in
the northern hemisphere and at the Anglo-Australian Observatory in the southern hemisphere.
The original sky survey photographs were digitized at the Space Telescope Science Institute in
Baltimore, Maryland, providing the roadmap for the Hubble Space Telescope's pointing into the
sky, and feeding numerous other scientific studies over the years.
To access Sky in Google Earth, users need to download the newest version of Google Earth,
available at website http://earth.google.com .

The Caves of Mars
The caption may sound like the title of a science fiction novel, but evidence has been found for
their existence.
Seven black spots have been found on Mars. The spots were observed by Mars Odyssey's Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) and have been dubbed the seven sisters - Dena, Chloe,
Wendy, Annie, Abbey, Nikki and Jeanne - after loved ones of the researchers who found them.
They range from about 100 to 250 meters wide.
The Mars Odyssey spacecraft relayed images of the dark, nearly perfectly circular features. At first
the dark spots puzzled scientists, but Odyssey's infrared camera then checked their daytime and
nighttime temperatures. Odyssey's readings showed the temperatures of the holes fluctuated only
about one-third as much between day and night as the temperatures of the surrounding ground
surface.
They are cooler than the surrounding surface in the day and warmer at night. Their thermal behavior is not as steady as large caves on Earth that often maintain a fairly constant temperature, but it
is consistent with these being deep holes in the ground.
Also, when the sun shines from a low altitude, some spots appear different from when it shines
from a high altitude. See the images on the next page.
The holes are at very high altitudes on the planet, on the flanks of a volcano named Arsia Mons,
near the equator of Mars. They probably formed as underground stresses around the volcano
caused spreading and faults that opened spaces beneath the surface.
The caves are natural structures offering protection from
• Micrometeoroids
• Ultraviolet radiation from the Sun
• Cosmic rays
• High energy charged particles and high frequency radiation from solar flares
Since Mars has a very thin atmosphere (7 millibars at the surface) it does not offer much protection. The caves could become habitats for future explorers. However, they likely never hosted life
due to the extreme altitude of their location.
Investigation is continuing. Scientists have now trained Mars Odyssey and NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter to examine the planet for similar holes in locations at more life-friendly, lower altitudes.
Think of it. A robotic cave explorer on Mars will be just about the ultimate in cave exploration.
Websites: http://www.planetary.org/blog/article/00000984/
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/070402_mm_mars_caves.html
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Top: The seven black spots on the flanks of Arsia Mons on Mars.
Lower left: An image of Dena (image A, top) illuminated from upper right, shows a wall inside.
Lower right: Jeanne (image F, top) is also a hole, and not just a dark spot on the surface. The
afternoon sun was observed to be reflected off the east wall of the hole.

Wayne Mitchell has a website at www.myriadoptics.co.za and he is
also an agent for Meade telescopes and for night vision equipment.
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Hinode
Hinode (“sunrise” in Japanese) is a Japanese-led mission with ESA participation to
study the mechanisms which power the
solar atmosphere and look for the causes
of violent solar eruptions. It carries a suite
of three science instruments – an optical
telescope, an X-ray telescope and an extreme-ultraviolet imaging spectrometer.
Together they are studying the generation,
transport, and dissipation of magnetic energy from the photosphere to the corona
and are recording how energy stored in the
Sun's magnetic field is released as the
field rises into the Sun’s outer atmosphere.
After launch on 23 September 2006, Hinode was placed in a 96-minute polar orbit around Earth at an altitude of 600 kilometers, from
where it can observe the Sun continuously for at least 9 months of the year.
The image is an artist’s representation of Hinode orbiting Earth.
See website

http://www.esa.int/esaSC/SEM55CVHESE_index_0_m.html

Thirty Meter Telescope
The Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) design
is a collaboration between the California
Institute of Technology, the University of
California, and the Association of Canadian Universities for Research in Astronomy, with significant work being done by
industry and by university teams studying
instrument designs. The project office is in
Pasadena, California.
The TMT will consist of a primary mirror
with 492 individual 1.45-meter segments
that together measure 30 meters in diameter, providing more than eight times the
collecting area of the current largest telescope. All segments will be under precision computer control so that they will work together as a single mirror. This revolutionary technology was developed for the 10-meter mirrors in the two Keck telescopes in Hawaii. Completion of
the design-development is expected by March 2009.
The TMT will be at the forefront of technology in virtually every aspect of its design. Adaptive optics (AO) will allow the TMT to achieve a resolution superior to that of the Hubble Space Telescope.
The image is an artist’s rendering of the latest design of the TMT in its observatory on the summit
of one of the candidate sites. See website http://www.tmt.org
The latest design of the planned European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) is larger than the
TMT. The latest design is a 42 m diameter telescope. See the May 2007 newsletter, page 11 and
website http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overwhelmingly_Large_Telescope
The planned Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) will have a diameter of 24.5 m. See website
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giant_Magellan_Telescope
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Construction of a 6” Dobsonian telescope – the ATM experience! – by Pat Kühn
Being of a technical nature, I have always enjoyed making things. My interest in Astronomy was
kindled about a year ago when I was gripped by an article in a popular technical magazine detailing the experience of someone who had built their own astronomical telescope – and a whole
new world opened to me. I began reading up on the Internet and was amazed at the wealth of
information available on the subject and in particular on amateur telescope making. I found the
mix of technical, scientific and learning aspects fascinating and the lure of a handmade precision
astronomical instrument proved irresistible. I attended SCOPEX this year, after which the outcome was never really in doubt – I joined the Pretoria section and attended my first ATM class at
the end of May 2007. The idea of purchasing a telescope did not even make it onto the radar
screen!
Avoiding the temptation of attempting the “Telescope to end all telescopes” I decided on the
“entry level”, a 6” (150mm) F/8 Dobsonian. This configuration is a good balance of effort versus
result and allows the builder to confirm their ongoing interest in astronomy and to establish their
observing preferences. While I felt confident in tackling the physical construction aspects, the
optical aspect was new to me. Initially I found the concept of hand forming a parabolic mirror to
the minute tolerances required, almost unbelievable. However, learning the applicable theory
and practice under the capable and enthusiastic guidance of the ATM instructors and creating a
quality mirror, was a stimulating experience. Plenty of advice and ideas were also available on
telescope construction aspects. - we are indeed fortunate to have such a dynamic and capable
group contributing to our society! The entire process of mirror making and telescope construction was completed in under 6 months. The resulting instrument turned out at F/7.6 and is a
great all rounder. As a beginner, It provides me with plenty of observing challenges and if I ever
want to progress to something more, I will be able to draw on solid experience gained from building and using this 6” model.
Mirror making took around 10 weeks with my greatest difficulty being to decide when it was time
to move on to a finer grit – so I spent more time than necessary on each grit to make sure the
surface was acceptable. My greatest setback was a large chip appearing on the mirror edge
halfway through the grinding process. There was nothing for it but to scrap the glass and start
again – this time grinding the bevel with a finer grit and taking extra care with handling. Polishing
and figuring was completed quicker than expected, probably helped by the good advice received
and by my having built a Foucault tester which I used often to monitor progress. Under test, the
mirror just managed to squeeze into the one-eighth wavelength envelope. This was adjudged to
be acceptable and the prized aluminizing voucher was issued!
A 4 week trip to Europe made me impatient to get back to finish the telescope. However, it also
gave me plenty of opportunity to ponder what approach to follow. I enjoy woodwork, so my natural inclination was for an optical tube constructed from an exotic wood (I like cherry). However, I
decided in the interest of practicality to stick to the tried and tested methods as recommended by
the ATM class. I therefore used the standard cardboard tube, and following the classic Dobsonian design, I limited the “fancy woodwork” to dressing up the standard design with off cuts of
cherry wood that I had lying around. I also decided to make as many of the parts as I could in the
time honored ATM tradition. Thus the spider, secondary mirror, focuser, finder and eyepiece are
all homemade. The following specifics may be of interest:
Altitude bearings: 120mm turned wooden discs, edged with melamine tape on milk-carton plastic pads.
Azimuth bearings: 12” vinyl LP record on milk-carton plastic pads.
Laminated wooden trim rings: Apart from finishing things off nicely these 6mm thick wooden
rings strengthen the tube ends to prevent scuffing, tearing and bending. I laminated them by
glueing 2 lengths of 3mm x 25mm strips of cherry together. The strips were first steamed for a
couple of hours in a homemade steam box (see photo), bent around the inside of an optical tube
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off-cut and allowed to dry. They were then fitted around the outside over waxed paper, cut to
length, clamped and glued. After hardening they were removed, sanded and varnished to taste,
before being finally fitted to the ends of the optical tube.
Spider: The basic approach is pretty standard with four 1mm brass struts holding a wooden cylinder. However, I applied an alternative solution to the adjustable part. A PVC electrical gland
mounted in the cylinder holds a hard rubber knob with a 6mm bolt protruding from its lower end.
This forms a ball joint which can be locked in any position by tightening the “lid” of the gland.
Screwing the 6mm bolt in or out provides vertical adjustment. The photo illustrates the principle.
Although the arrangement works well in practice, the locking action is not as solid as I would like
and I am still tweaking this to improve the friction in the locked ball joint.
Focuser and eyepiece: I opted for a helical focuser after seeing the technique used by Johan
and Julian. Its simple elegance appealed to me. After a how-to lesson from Johan, my first attempt at a 1.25 inch focuser worked fine using supawood. I then proceeded to make a “pretty”
one in cherry wood (see photo), using three 12mm bearings and a piece of 33 mm i.d. PVC pipe
kindly donated by Johan. My starter eyepiece consisted of an old binocular eyepiece mounted in
a plastic 35mm film container which is a good slide fit into the focuser.
Finder: The remaining bits of the discarded binoculars were just the right thing for making a
finder. A binocular objective was mounted in one end of a short length of 35mm aluminum curtain rod. The remaining eyepiece was mounted in a 35mm film can and the other end of the aluminum tube shimmed with cardboard until the eyepiece tube was a firm sliding fit for focusing
purposes. This finder assembly was mounted in a 50mm PVC pipe and provided with X and Y
screw adjustments to align the finder with the telescope. This was achieved by glueing an O-ring
around one end of the finder tube so that the tube and O-ring is a tight fit in one end of the PVC
pipe. Two strips of bent spring steel strip were glued at right angles to the inside of the opposite
end. Two 4mm adjusting screws, tapped through the PVC pipe, push the finder tube against the
two spring steel strips, providing the desired X-and-Y adjustments.
The finder is mounted to the telescope using a sliding dovetail made of cherry wood and locked
with a 4mm screw. The finder is thus easily removed to avoid being seriously “modified” by passing doorframes and the like!

Far left: General view of
the
finished
Dobsonian
telescope.
Left: Pat Kühn
with his telescope.
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Extreme top left: The “steam box” mentioned in the article.
Extreme top right: Top view of the telescope.
Top left: The azimuth bearing.
Top right: Bottom view of the telescope.
Left and below: Views of the spider.

This month’s main talk
The talk by Barbara Cunow will be
about her experiences during her
working visits from 1992 - 2007 to
SAAO* near Sutherland in the Karoo. Her talk will be illustrated with
photographs.
*SAAO = South African Astronomical Observatory.
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Hayabusa
Hayabusa (“peregrine falcon” in Japanese) does not refer to the Suzuki superbike with this
name, but to an unmanned space mission led by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency to
return a sample of material from a small near-Earth asteroid named 25143 Itokawa (dimensions
540 m x 270 m x 210 m) and return the sample to Earth for further analysis.
The Hayabusa spacecraft, formerly known as Muses-C, was launched on 9 May 2003 and rendezvoused with Itokawa in mid-September 2005. After arriving at Itokawa, Hayabusa studied the
asteroid's shape, spin, topography, colour, composition, density, and history. In November 2005,
it attempted to land on the asteroid to collect samples but failed to do so. Nevertheless, there is
a high probability that some dust swirled into the sampling chamber, so it was sealed, and the
spacecraft is slated to return to Earth by June 2010. The spacecraft also carried a detachable
mini-lander named MINERVA (short for MIcro/Nano Experimental Robot Vehicle for Asteroid)
but it failed to reach the surface.
Images of the near-Earth asteroid Itokawa may shake up conventional ideas about what the
space rocks are made of and how they "weather" over time. High-resolution snapshots show that
the asteroid's surface materials - a mixture of gravel and boulders called regolith - are sorted by
shaking and vibrations that occasionally rock the entire object. One of the images made by Hayabusa is shown below. (It resembles a dirt-covered potato that has just been unearthed!)
The findings are the first to reveal clear evidence that global-scale resurfacing processes occur
on relatively small asteroids. "Asteroids smaller than a kilometer are considered not able to hold
granules on their surfaces due to low gravity," said study leader Hideaki Miyamoto of the University of Tokyo. Surface gravity on Itokawa is about 100 000 times less than it is on Earth.
The shots were detailed enough to reve al
in d i vid u al
pieces of gravel just
centimeters in size.
Scientists can't be
sure what forces
shake up Itokawa.
One theory holds
that impacts from
other objects play a
role. "We show that
meteoroids as small
as centimeter-scale
can shake the entire asteroid sufficiently to create
landslides," study
leader Miyamoto said. "This is just one more example of an asteroid laughing in our faces," he
said. "We keep thinking we understand asteroids, and then we take a closer look and find them
to be stranger than before."
Near-Earth asteroids like Itokawa are of special interest to scientists. They may contain unchanged remnants from the ancient clusters of cosmic rock that formed Earth and other solid
planets some 4.5 billion years ago.
Websites: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hayabusa
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2007/04/070424-asteroid.html
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/missions/hayabusa.html
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Appearance of Jupiter’s intense auroras in the X-ray region
In preparation for the spacecraft New Horizon's approach of Jupiter, the Chandra X-ray Observatory took 5-hour exposures of Jupiter on February 8, 10, and 24, 2007. In this new composite
image, data from those separate Chandra observations were combined, and then superimposed
on an optical image of Jupiter from the Hubble Space Telescope.
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